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One of the ways that terrorist organizations raise and transfer funds is by using the fundraising power, and the aura of charitable activity, of nonprofit organizations (NPOs). Ever since the adoption of the Special Recommendation VIII on the abuse of NPOs Terrorism Financing purposes by the FATF in October 2001, countries have struggled to find a proper way to address the potential terrorism financing risk posed by NPOs. The issue at stake is to strike a balance between addressing a potential threat and ensuring NPOs have the freedom to operate. In many important ways, the work of NPOs deal with the conditions conducive to the spread of terrorism; therefore, it is essential that in trying to address one aspect of the terrorist threat—terrorism financing—we do not inadvertently diminish the impact of other ways of tackling the issue.

This article argues that, when discussing the threat and how to address it, policymakers need to be specific and not paint the whole sector with the same brush. Virtually all governments already interact with the NPO sector in one way or another. These preexisting avenues should be used for dealing with this issue; it is inefficient and ultimately counterproductive to devise an entirely new regulatory framework. The ultimate objective is to enhance the transparency of the sector—to ensure information is available on the people in charge of NPOs, their sources of funds, and, particularly, the way those funds are spent. This aim serves a much wider purpose than just terrorism financing and touches on many aspects of good governance of civil society that the sector itself and others have been debating for a long time. When devising public policy on how to deal with possible terrorism financing through the nonprofit sector, the contribution of the NPO sector to fighting terrorism should be recognized and used to its full advantage. Moreover, the NPO sector’s own stake in being “clean,” and being regarded as such by others, should be acknowledged. NPOs are an indispensable partner in drawing up such policies. For the same reason, self-regulation should be considered.
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Foreword

Terrorism causes untold material, physical, social, and psychological damage. As individuals and as a society, people must stand up to the terrorist threat. People must not, however, allow it to change the way they live and make them give up freedoms they enjoy. Resilience and prudence are of the essence. This applies equally when society is confronted with instances of nonprofit organizations being used for terrorist purposes. People need to address this problem without allowing it to fundamentally alter their way of life. The development and growth of civil society, and its contribution to many aspects of daily life, is one of the great accomplishments of our age. As a voice for the oppressed; a provider of medicine, education, and humanitarian aid; an advocate for worker’s rights; a promoter of the arts, cultural understanding, and, more generally, an awareness of “the other,” civil society has been an enormous force for good. While crucial in many ways to daily life in the developed world, civil society is simply indispensable in the developing world where it provides services elsewhere provided by government, whether medical care or education. Without nonprofit organizations, large segments of the populations in developing societies would not go to school or receive medical treatment.

In some instances, the global networks of nonprofit organizations have been used as a channel to raise and divert funds towards terrorist causes. Of course, such abuse needs to be tackled head-on, and NPOs and governments must do all they can to ensure that the funds are used as intended. Care should be taken, however, that action to counter such abuse is targeted and does not harm the healthy functioning of the NPO sector.

As recommended in the report of the United Nations (UN) Counter-Terrorism Implementation Task Force on Tackling Terrorism Financing, published in 2009, “States should avoid rhetoric that ties NPOs to terrorism financing in general terms because it overstates the threat and unduly damages the NPO sector as a whole.” The World Bank recognizes the vital role of civil society in fostering development, but also realizes that safety and security are a prerequisite to development. As an international organization dedicated to the cause of development, the World Bank wishes to ensure that both objectives are fulfilled. The World Bank hopes this paper will provide a useful starting point for further discussion.

Consolate Rusagara
Director, FPDFS
The World Bank
CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The business of terrorism is fear and, in order to generate that fear, terrorism, like any other business, requires money. Money is required to buy safe-houses, to fund travel, to run training camps, to recruit new terrorists, to pay off officials, to procure weapons, to obtain false documentation and covers for sleeper cells, to promote the cause, and for many other ends. Those financial needs are met in different ways, drawing on both legal and non-legal sources. According to those at the forefront in combating terrorism financing (CFT), in particular the Financial Action Task Force against money laundering (FATF), one of the ways that terrorists obtain funds is through nonprofit organizations (NPOs). They draw upon examples of NPOs being used to raise, transfer, and divert funds for terrorist purposes.

The international community has taken various remedial measures in response. This paper aims to explain what lies behind the international action targeting NPOs and to clarify what the recognized international standard actually recommends in this respect—there is a lot of misunderstanding as to what is really required. This paper also discusses the issues involved in implementing or advising on CFT policy. It is important in taking action that countries do not overestimate the threat and that they are aware of all the possible consequences, even unintended ones. In many ways, the nonprofit sector of a country is a force for good and needs to be protected, rather than unnecessarily curtailed. Similarly, those who offer technical assistance to countries on this issue should advise and make recommendations that take into account possible adverse side effects of government action against NPO abuse. Applied in the wrong way, government measures can end up harming the NPO-sector and, ultimately, damage the wider counterterrorism effort.

After describing the types of cases mentioned in justification of remedial action and the rationale for specific measures recommended, this paper will attempt to highlight key issues surrounding regulation of NPOs for terrorism financing (TF) purposes and make some recommendations on how countries could sensibly deal with this question.
CHAPTER 2

Examples of Abuse

The instances of abuse of NPOs for purposes of financing terrorism (TF) mentioned in FATF, government, media, academic articles, and documents cover NPOs raising, transferring, and disbursing funds for terrorist purposes. Below is a cross section of examples mentioned in justification of taking action.

NPOs Raising Funds for Terrorist Organizations

1. A number of religious groups in the countries A and B classified as charities and, therefore, entitled to tax-exempt status, raise funds for ostensibly apolitical projects in country C. In fact, significant sums go to causes controlled by members of a quasi-paramilitary body that is at the center of a protean network of front organizations. This structure facilitates arm’s-length money-raising. Its arm in country A is a charity registered for nearly 30 years. Their appeal for earthquake victims raised more than 6 million USD.

2. In most countries with a significant diaspora population, members of an ethnic group established charitable organizations to raise funds for their causes. Although the charities solicited funds to assist civilians affected by the war, numerous inquiries, including investigations by intelligence services in country D, have found that a significant amount of the funds raised by charities were channeled to a designated terrorist organization for its military operations. The intelligence services of country D concluded that at least eight nonprofit organizations and five companies were operating in country D as fronts for the terrorist organization.

NPOs Transferring Funds for Terrorist Organizations

3. One of the most unlikely sources of Al Qaeda funding coming into the region was through the Foundation E based in the capital of country F. The foundation—which has offices in countries G, H, and I—was ostensibly established to address the needs of a small ethnic minority population in country F. Foundation E ran a school for grades 7–10 [...] Al Qaeda used the foundation for “significant money transfers” for both itself and for Jemaah Islamiyah. The foundation was believed to have laundered several million dollars for Al Qaeda; the school was receiving $10,000 wire transfers each month in its account at a bank in country F.

4. An NPO with an office in country J came to the attention of the authorities through the submission of STRs by credit institutions on an apparent discrepancy between the stated objectives of the NPO and its actual expenditure. The NPO was also known to have a poor history of reporting to the authorities on tax issues. An investigation revealed that funds were being transferred from the NPO to apparently fictitious or shell entities and then being withdrawn in cash for onward transmission to illegal armed militants.
Diversion of Funds by Individuals or Branch Offices

5. Individuals, such as person K, are suspected of using NPO L and M, of which K is chairman, as vehicles to transfer large amounts of money to small radical groups. There is no evidence to suggest that person K is a member of Al Qaeda, but there is evidence that he has channeled funds to groups and organizations that have ties with Al Qaeda.”

6. “The office director for a nonprofit organisation in a beneficiary region defrauded donors from a donor region to fund terrorism. In order to obtain additional funds from the headquarters, the branch office padded the number of orphans it claimed to care for by providing names of orphans that did not exist or who had died. Funds sent for the purpose of caring for the non-existent or dead orphans were instead diverted to al-Qaida terrorists. In addition, the branch office in a beneficiary region of another nonprofit organisation based in a donor region provided a means of funnelling money to a known local terrorist organisation by disguising funds as intended for orphanage projects or the construction of schools and houses of worship. The office also employed members of the terrorist organisations and facilitated their travel.”

Complicit and Exploited NPOs

It may be analytically useful to draw a distinction between NPOs that act as a front for terrorist organizations and those that are being abused by others for nefarious purposes. This is, however, not the place to discuss the finer details of corporate liability and at what stage an act can be attributed to an organization. Suffice it at this stage to point out the difference between a “complicit NPO” (i.e., where it is acting as a front and the organization can be said to be involved in TF) and an “exploited NPO” (i.e., where it is abused by others). Of course, the line between the two will not always be clear, but it is important in determining remedial action. Within the category of exploited NPOs, one may be able to make a further distinction between those abused by outsiders and those abused by insiders. Stopping legitimate NPOs from being exploited by insiders may require a focus on their internal governance or financial controls. Abuse by outsiders may require improving access to information on partner organisations or beneficiaries. In the case of complicit NPOs, however, such action would not appear to address the problem.

It is unclear whether the majority of cases of the use of NPOs for TF purposes involve complicit or exploited NPOs. However, in its Best Practices paper, FATF states that: “In certain cases [author’s italics] the organisation itself was a mere sham that existed simply to funnel money to terrorists. However, often [author’s italics] the abuse of nonprofit organisations occurred without the knowledge of donors, or even of members of the management and staff of the organisation itself....” This suggests that in FATF’s view, at least, the majority of cases involve exploited NPOs. This is in contrast to some of those in the sector who appear to hold that the issue relates predominantly to complicit NPOs (see footnote 29).

There are many examples similar to those given above, but it is important to put them into perspective. As a percentage of terrorist revenues or funding, funds collected or transferred by NPOs might be significant—since there are no reliable figures either on the scale of terrorism funding or on NPO contributions, this is obviously impossible to determine. Nevertheless, as a percentage of total NPO turnovers, the sums involved are surely not. By any reckoning, the NPO sector worldwide is vast, encompassing millions of entities with annual expenditures of over $1.3 trillion— even the highest estimates for annual terrorism income amount to only a fraction of that. In the United States alone in 2006, NPOs received $1 trillion in revenue, and private giving (by individuals, foundations, and corporations) reached $295 billion. Whatever sum of that is diverted towards terrorist
purposes, it is only going to amount to a fraction of a percentage of total NPO funds. As was also recognized by the government of the United Kingdom in its charitable sector review “the scale of terrorist links to the charitable sector is extremely small in comparison to the size of the charitable sector.”

Notes


2 Lester M. Salomon, S. Wociech and Associates, Global Civil Society: Dimensions of the Nonprofit Sector, vol. 2 (Bloomfield, CT: Kumarian Press, 2004), 15–16. This study, sponsored by Johns Hopkins University, only covers 36 countries; the real size of the global sector is larger.

3 The 9-11 Commission monograph on terrorism financing, still one of the most concise reports on the issue (not at the high end of the estimates), estimated annual Al Qaida funding at approximately 30 million USD per year (see National Commission on Terrorist Attacks upon the United States, Monograph on Terrorist Financing, p. 4, available online at http://www.9-11commission.gov/staff_statements/911_TerrFin_Monograph.pdf page 4).


CHAPTER 3

International Action

Special Recommendation VIII, the Best Practice Paper, and the Interpretive Note

Although many of the actual examples given above postdate the adoption of Special Recommendation VIII (SR VIII) on nonprofit organizations, it was with these types of cases in mind that FATF adopted it in October 2001 shortly after the attacks of September 11. The Special Recommendation states that countries should review the adequacy of laws and regulations that relate to entities that can be abused for the financing of terrorism and ensure that NPOs cannot be misused by terrorist organizations posing as legitimate entities, conduits for terrorist financing, or to conceal the clandestine diversion of funds intended for legitimate purposes to terrorist organizations. In the Best Practice paper that followed, FATF underlined the need to “safeguard and maintain the practice of charitable giving and the strong and diversified community of institutions through which it operates whilst advocating a number of measures focusing on financial transparency, programmatic verification, and the administration of NPOs.”¹ The broad and general language leaves a lot of room for interpretation and does not stipulate what precise measures countries are to take. Consequently, in an attempt to provide clarification and after a long debate between its members, FATF issued an Interpretive Note (IN) in February 2006 to define what constitutes an NPO and what exactly is required under SR VIII. Both the text of the special recommendation, the Best Practice Paper and the Interpretive Note are included as an appendix to this paper.

The IN lists those characteristics that may render NPOs vulnerable to abuse:

- They enjoy the trust of the general public—implying that donors and government authorities may not be sufficiently vigilant in their dealings with NPOs.
- They have access to considerable sources of funds and they are often cash-intensive—implying that, as a matter of course, they move large amounts of money, and, when they deal in cash, do not leave a financial trace.
- They may have a global presence that provides a useful framework for national and international operations and financial transactions, often within or near those areas most exposed to terrorist activity—not by accident, these are often areas of humanitarian need.
- Depending on the legal form of the NPO and the country, NPOs may be subject to little or no governmental oversight, or few formalities may be required for their creation.²

An NPO is defined as “a legal entity or organisation that primarily engages in raising or disbursing funds for purposes such as charitable, religious, cultural, educational, social or fraternal purposes, or for the carrying out of other types of ‘good works.’”³

Taken together, the Special Recommendation, the IN, and the BPP recognize the vital role played by the NPO sector and that any measure taken to address the financing of
terrorism should not disrupt or discourage legitimate charitable giving. This is an important point that should be borne in mind by all those who deal with the issue—effectiveness of any measures adopted in implementation of SR VIII should also take into account whether measures taken have discouraged or disrupted legitimate charitable giving. The measures are as much about protecting the NPO sector against abuse as they are about identifying and targeting possible culprits. It recognizes possible tension that may exist between taking such action and charitable giving: “Action taken [to address terrorism financing] should to the extent reasonably possible avoid any negative impact on innocent and legitimate beneficiaries.” Government oversight should be “flexible, effective and proportionate to the risk of abuse. Mechanisms that reduce the compliance burden without creating loopholes should be given due consideration” (BPP). On the measures to be taken to prevent or detect such abuse, the IN says in general terms that they should promote transparency and engender greater confidence that charitable funds and services reach intended legitimate beneficiaries, both across the donor community and the general public. Specifically, this means: a) outreach to the sector, b) supervision or monitoring of the sector, c) effective investigation and information gathering, and d) effective mechanisms for international co-operation.

Of these four components, the second, supervision or monitoring, has proved to be most contentious and open to debate. Collectively, the measures proposed under this heading will be referred to as “supervisory measures.” The IN stipulates that countries should be able to demonstrate that a list of more specific standards apply to NPOs that account for a significant portion of the financial resources under the control of the sector and a substantial share of its international activities. This echoes the BPP, which states that “small organisations that do not raise significant amounts of money from public sources and locally based organisations or organisations whose primary function is to redistribute resources among members may not necessarily require enhanced government oversight.” In limiting the scope in this way, FATF is attempting to apply a risk-based approach, focusing its efforts only on those institutions that might pose a potential risk, thus minimizing any compliance burden. Whether it is thus targeting the right group is a matter for debate (see below); there may be a broader range of risk factors that is relevant.

The specific measures proposed as supervisory measures focus on the transparency and accountability of the NPO. Relevant information on the identity and background of the NPO’s management and owners, and on its objectives and financial statement, should be maintained and made available to appropriate authorities. NPOs should have internal controls ensuring their spending is in accordance with the purpose and objective of the NPO. They should also make a best-efforts attempt to confirm the identity, credentials, and good standing of their beneficiaries and associate NPOs. Finally, they should be registered or licensed, subject to monitoring by appropriate authorities (which may include self-regulatory organizations), and subject to sanction for non-compliance. Underlying the recommended action appears to be the idea that ensuring transparency of financial flows and, to the widest extent possible, the bona fides of all those in any way associated with the NPOs will allow for early detection by competent authorities of possible instances of TF by NPOs. In addition, it will provide useful information to those investigating NPOs once they are under suspicion, and it may prevent those planning to use NPOs for TF purposes from putting their ideas into action.

Before proceeding to discuss the arguments put forward by those who have criticized taking action against NPOs, it is important to repeat the point about the restricted scope of the supervisory measures. An example will illustrate this point.

FATF defines the NPO as a legal entity or organization (i.e., excluding the many informal organizations that under many definitions would qualify as an NPO) that primarily engages in raising or disbursing funds (i.e., excluding advocacy organizations and many others active in the expressive field) for charitable purposes. Having thus excluded a substantial part of
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what is commonly considered to constitute the nonprofit sector the supervisory measures are then further limited to those organizations accounting for a significant portion of the financial resources and a substantial share of the sector’s international activities. In other words the supervisory measures apply to a subset of a subset of what most countries would regard as their nonprofit sector. To show how much of a subset we are talking about, the following figures on the financial size of registered charities in 2009 in England and Wales may be illustrative.

As is clear from the above diagrams, 6.3 percent of the total number of registered charities (i.e., the total percentage from £500,000 upwards) accounts for almost 90 percent of the total revenue. When one takes into account the fact that there are a substantial number of non-registered charities at the low end of the scale (i.e., < £5,000) and that there are some charities at the high end of the scale that do not engage in international charity, the total percentage of interest to FATF for supervisory measures is even lower than 6.3 percent—obviously assuming that 90 percent of total revenues qualifies as “significant” for the purposes of FATF’s IN. It is important to emphasize this point, since many who criticize the FATF action on this point appear unaware of it.

Notes


2 The U.K. Charity Commission adds to this that “charities are often engines for social change that attract people committed to making change happen and are powerful vehicles for bringing people together for a common purpose and collective action, and may inadvertently provide a ready-made

3 A political party or a terrorist organization not being established for carrying out “good works” would not be covered by this definition.

4 A noteworthy omission is the absence of rules on the hiring of employees by NPOs. For exploited NPOs wishing to make sure they are protected against abuse, this is surely one of the most important issues.

5 The term “expressive” is derived from the distinction (see Salomon et al., op. cit., 24) between nonprofit organizations that have a “service” function and those that serve an “expressive” function. It is used here to denote organizations that provide avenues for the expression of cultural, spiritual, professional, or policy values and beliefs.

6 All charities with an income over 5,000 GBP are obliged to register with the Charity Commission, whereas it is voluntary for those with a figure below this number.

7 Comparative data for other countries could not be found. Although the exact percentages for other countries will obviously be different, it is assumed that for the majority of developed countries—and thus of the FATF member countries—the ratios are similar, i.e., a small percentage earn the vast majority of total income.

8 As indeed many who evaluate application of SR VIII appear to be as well. A cursory review of evaluations undertaken by FATF and regional bodies demonstrates that many assessors who evaluate SR VIII do not take into account the fact that the recommendation addresses only a particular (limited) class of NPOs and rather evaluate the application of the measures proposed under SR VIII to the entire NPO sector rather than to the subset described above.
CHAPTER 4

Criticism of International Action

The discussion will now proceed to objections to the type of measures discussed above and the assumptions underlying them. While not covering each and every criticism, it does represent a relevant cross section of the critique most frequently raised. Again, the arguments below are merely a reiteration of opinions as expressed in a wide variety of online journals and media, not necessarily an endorsement.

**Harming the Sector and the Cause**

In discussing the quality of the available literature on NPO abuse, a recent report commissioned by the European Commission noted that “the current concern about terrorism has not helped improve the quality of available information. Instead, it has tended to exacerbate the problem of journalistic and sensational media accounts of particular cases leading to a plethora of unwarranted inferences and inductions in the press.”1 “Sensational media accounts” may affect more than only the quality of information.

**Donor caution**

Highlighting the possible links between charities and terrorism has not only affected NPOs themselves but also had an impact on the donor community. Since the criminalization of the financing of terrorism renders all those who knowingly contribute towards terrorist causes, directly or indirectly, liable to criminal charges, many donors have become more cautious about donating to those NPOs that operate in environments or countries associated with terrorist activity, fearing that they (i.e., the donors) might themselves be held liable of terrorism financing. Certainly, in the immediate aftermath of September 11, this resulted in a drop in donor funds. As testified by a U.S. official before a Senate Committee: “The larger balance [of the success of counterterrorism measures] is found in the wariness, caution, and apprehension of donors; in the renunciation of any immunity for fiduciaries and financial intermediaries who seek refuge in notions of benign neglect and discretion, rather than vigilance.”2 Although it is difficult to estimate the drop in donor contributions since September 11, there is a belief that such a drop did occur. Muslim Charities in particular appear to have suffered a decline in funding.3

**Use of FT rhetoric for other ends**

In recent years, countries all around the world have introduced laws and regulations restricting operations of the NPO sector.4 Citing terrorism concerns, a number of governments have imposed restrictive legislation upon the NPO sector—not simply attempting to establish transparency, but seeking in effect to control the activities and the funding of NPOs. In some instances, prior government approval is required before international funding may be received.5 Indeed, in one instance, a government official explicitly cited provisions in domestic legislation, ostensibly intended to establish some form of transparency in the NPO sector for TF purposes, as an effective means of ensuring that grass roots political opposition was denied funding.6 In a report examining the possible
contradiction of counterterrorism measures that can hinder the work of countering terrorism by the Dutch development agency Cordaid, the Fourth Freedom Forum, the Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies at the University of Notre Dame and civil society partners in Europe, Asia, Latin America and Africa, the authors observe that “Organizations and movements that challenge the abusive policies of unaccountable governments inevitably arouse the ire of those in power, but in recent years such pressures have mounted as policy makers have appropriated the language of counterterrorism to intensify their attacks against civil society-based critics.” Needless to say, such measures, the real target of which often appears to be the political opposition are not envisaged or recommended by FATF.

Alienating NPOs in the fight against terrorism

A further objection to associating NPOs with terrorism in a generalized manner is that it alienates what should be a valuable partner in the fight against terrorism and extremism. Far from being considered primarily as possible risks for TF, NPOs should rather be regarded as important allies. In the UN Global Counterterrorism Strategy adopted on September 8, 2006, the General Assembly resolves to undertake measures aimed at addressing the conditions conducive to the spread of terrorism, in order, amongst other things, “to promote dialogue, tolerance and understanding among civilizations, cultures, peoples and religions.” In this regard, it welcomes the initiative on the Alliance of Civilizations by the Secretary General, which is “to recommend a practicable programme of action for States, international organizations and civil society aimed at promoting harmony among societies.” Clearly civil society organizations—NPOs—have a valuable role to play in helping to curb extremism and “contributing to strengthening institutions of democratic governance including (...) the protection of human and civil rights and mechanisms for peacefully resolving conflicts.” A crucial part of the fight against terrorism is to build social structures and to establish or maintain dialogue between communities to counter radicalization and feelings of exclusion. Many charities carry out these activities by delivering aid and by other means. CFT measures that do not take this into account may cause net harm. The abovementioned report on possible contradiction of counterterrorism measures notes that: “Many of the organisations that work against extremism by promoting development and human rights are themselves being labeled extremist and are facing constraints in their ability to operate.” The question then arises of whether this role can still be fulfilled if the sector itself is treated with caution and suspicion. It may appear a moot point, but it becomes real when one considers the vital role played by Islamic charities in many Muslim countries and communities. Some banks, given their global reach and the possible legal, regulatory, and reputational repercussions if implicated in terrorism financing, have stated that they will not accept a client’s instruction to transfer money to an Islamic charity, whether or not that charity appears on a list of terrorist organizations.

Preventing humanitarian assistance

NPOs often operate in highly vulnerable areas or conflict zones in which terrorist organizations operate as well. Sometimes the territory is actually controlled by terrorist organizations, making it all but impossible not to, at least, be in contact with such organizations if one wishes to work there. What, for instance, is an NPO to do in the event of a humanitarian disaster occurring in a zone controlled by a terrorist organization? Would interaction with a terrorist organization under those circumstances imply that the NPO is itself supporting terrorism? The question came up in the case of the tsunami which struck in South and East Asia in December 2004. One of the devastated countries was Sri Lanka. Part of the affected area was, at that time, controlled by the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Elam (LTTE), an organization designated as terrorist in many countries, including the United States. The LTTE was the de facto government of the area and controlled all traffic. Are humanitarian organizations prohibited from taking action because it would entail
cooperation—or at least interaction—with such an organization, whereby, in this case, some of the 40,000 people affected would have been deprived of aid? Such a consequence would appear undesirable. Some accommodation will have to be found to ensure that aid can be provided under such circumstances, even though it may mean implementing further controls to protect this aid from abuse.\textsuperscript{14} Ensuring aid is only delivered in kind—as opposed to being financial—and controlling the delivery thereof, for instance, already limits the possibility for abuse.

In addition, what happens when legitimate NPOs do not act or are prevented from doing so? A U.S. Treasury report on the 2005 Kashmir earthquake\textsuperscript{15} said that terrorist organizations were sometimes the first on the scene, remained prominent throughout the emergency and seem to have been effective in their delivery of aid. It reports a survivor saying that, if the terrorist organization had not helped her, she would have died. Focusing on CFT—rather than creating a larger, stronger sector—could leave a vacuum for terrorist organizations to fill and a lingering resentment by survivors against the government, either for failing to help them or directing its attention to counterterrorism rather than humanitarian relief.\textsuperscript{16}

**Government Regulation Is Inappropriate**

A second strand of argument against the type of action proposed above questions whether government regulation is the appropriate response to what, from the NPO sector perspective, is a very exceptional phenomenon. Surely, so the reasoning goes, it is the role of law enforcement (or possibly intelligence services) to investigate and prosecute.

*Regulation not effective*

The case is particularly relevant for complicit NPOs. How can government regulation be a useful tool against an extremist organization posing as a legitimate NPO? Do they not simply disappear from sight when regulation is introduced and carry on their activity “underground”—i.e., unregulated and invisible on the government’s radar? Regulatory measures can be seen as only imposing extra burdens on many bona fide organizations while not affecting those organizations intent on doing harm. As the executive director of an international foundation put it: “why do we have these rules if there are no apparent cases of inadvertent support for terrorism?”\textsuperscript{17}

For the category of exploited NPOs, although one may be able to make a case for regulatory measures that seek to enhance transparency,\textsuperscript{18} one may still question how much enhanced scrutiny would achieve. In reviewing all cases of alleged diversion of funds for terrorist purposes, a U.S. report in 2004 found that there were “none that involve a diversion of funds granted by a U.S. grant maker to a foreign recipient organization, where the diversion would have been uncovered but for the lack of appropriate due diligence and oversight procedures.”\textsuperscript{19} Quite apart from that, one can still debate whether the imposition of government regulation is really necessary to achieve this aim. As one observer noted “Charitable organizations are already vigilant, already taking steps; many are already going beyond the law. Many are taking extra steps just to be sure their charitable assets are not being diverted.”\textsuperscript{20}

We are, as of yet, unaware of any criminal cases in which instances of terrorism financing were detected as a result of the type of supervisory measures discussed above.\textsuperscript{21} Anecdotal information suggests, rather, that it is financial intelligence that is essential. As one former employee from a Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) said: “We at the FIU identified a number of NPOs that are involved in terrorist financing, but we discovered them not through any intensified NPO scrutiny or regulation, but rather by trawling through the wire transfer data that was routinely reported to the FIU by all financial institutions, and by comparing and contrasting reports from a wide range of institutions. Without the benefit of the wire
transfer data it is very doubtful that we would have been able to identify instances of TF whether carried out by NPOs or any other body.” Of course, the preventive effect of the types of measures envisaged will always be impossible to ascertain. One can hardly expect to prove that certain individuals did not engage in certain activities because of an existing regulation.

The argument made by those in favor of regulating NPOs for TF purposes is that the introduction of regulation usually entails the introduction of concomitant regulatory powers to enforce the regulation. In the case of NPOs, the IN explicitly recommends such powers, giving public authorities a tool for taking early action before any possible terrorist abuse can take place. In cases where, originally, no public action was possible until a crime had been committed, a regulator can now act to disrupt by taking supervisory enforcement action. So, where an NPO has not kept its financial records in order or authorities find worrisome information about associates of the NPOs, the regulator can now engage them earlier rather than later: “effective regulation involves putting a strong emphasis on giving support and guidance to charities to prevent problems and abuse occurring in the first place.” The argument then is that the introduction of regulation is not so much about the apprehension of perpetrators as it is about widening the possible tools available for government action in order to disrupt activity to prevent any possible terrorist abuse taking place.

However, the other argument against the imposition of regulation, namely that it drives the targeted group or the targeted activity “underground,” is not affected by the above consideration. If, indeed, the effect of regulation is to drive the groups or activities out of the public eye, it will require extra law enforcement efforts to detect them and take action.

Regulation not justified
An argument closely linked to the one discussed above is that a very small percentage of cases, proportionally, does not justify government regulation, because — unlike, for instance, the regulation of other parts of society like the financial sector — it infringes upon a basic human right.

The right at issue here is the freedom of association that underpins the existence and activities of many NPOs. In this view, the argument is that government regulation of NPOs restricts this right by imposing obligations on the NPO sector. According to article 22 of the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights, to which 165 states are now party, restrictions on this right are justified only under limited, defined conditions, among others, in the interest of national security or public safety. They cannot be invoked as a reason for imposing limitations to prevent relatively isolated threats to law and order. In case law on article 11 of the European convention, the European Court on Human Rights stipulates that exceptions must be “construed strictly,” that only “convincing and compelling reasons” can justify restrictions that must be “proportionate to the aim pursued and that there must be relevant and sufficient evidence for decisions based on an acceptable assessment of the relevant facts before a restriction can be justified.” For the critics who believe that some of the measures taken by certain governments, purportedly to address CFT concerns, indeed do limit the right to the freedom of association, the argument for their justification becomes more problematic the more isolated the instances of financing of terrorism through NPOs are.

How Useful Are the Specific Measures Proposed?

The above arguments discuss in a general way what the effects of the imposition of regulation are or might be. The following directly addresses the implications of the financial transparency and due diligence measures proposed in the IN.
Apart from seeking to ensure that pathways of information are established between government authorities and the NPO sector—whether by way of registration or licensing—the IN imposes obligations on NPOs to ensure transparency in their funding, their operations, and the information that is made available on all those associated with the organization, donors, beneficiaries, and partner organizations. It is a “best-efforts,” not a “results,” obligation—meaning that NPOs should make the best attempt, reasonable under the circumstances, to establish the identity of the relevant persons and cannot be held in breach of this obligation merely because they have not established the identity. As far as the financing is concerned, the NPO is to put controls in place to ensure that all funds are accounted for in accordance with the NPO’s objectives.

**Approach to risk**

As noted, FATF’s definition of NPOs differs from the way in which many countries have defined NPOs for the purposes of their CFT legislation. The total number of organizations upon which many countries impose their CFT obligations is often wider than the definition given by FATF. FATF’s definition considerably limits the circle of organizations to which measures should be applied. As was shown above, in the United Kingdom, 6.3 percent of registered charities account for approximately 90 percent of the income of the charity sector. The question is whether or not, in deciding to focus the supervisory measures on this numerically small group, FATF is targeting the relevant organizations. It would, for instance, most certainly include those international organizations well known around the world for their charitable activity. Are they indeed most likely to be at risk for terrorist abuse? Does their diversity of operations and global presence imply a higher risk or are they, precisely because they are bigger and tend to be more professionally organized, more likely to have taken internal risk mitigation measures that would prevent such abuse? A survey of charities in England and Wales found that smaller charities, with a turnover of less than £1 million per year were less likely to have fraud policies, risk assessments, and control assessments in place than bigger charities, possibly rendering them more vulnerable to abuse. In addition, it should be noted that none of the examples above and none of the many other examples reviewed included any of the bigger, well-known charity organizations involved in instances of (inadvertently) supporting terrorist financing.

In so limiting the scope of its supervisory measures, FATF’s approach is also slightly at odds with its own recommendation to countries that they should undertake a domestic review of the sector in order to identify features and types of NPOs that, by virtue of their activities or characteristics, are at risk of being misused for terrorist financing. Surely, the whole point of such an exercise is to allow countries to decide for themselves where the risks are (and presumably impose the recommended supervisory measures upon that part of the sector) without having to limit themselves to a predefined sub-category. Applying a risk-based approach implies that countries themselves identify their own risks and apply their measures accordingly. Such an analysis may well show that the real risks are at the fringes of the sector with NPOs operating on a marginal budget.

**A “best-efforts” approach**

Although no one will argue with the basic idea that an NPO should know how its funds are spent—if only to justify the donor’s trust—and whom it is working with, the real question is how far those obligations should go. Do the controls demand that an NPO has to verify, on site, how funds are spent? What would that imply for an NPO in a donor country working with NPOs overseas? Can it rely on a statement from the overseas NPO? Or would it be required to enlist the services of an outsider to check on how the funds are spent?

As a high-level document, the IN cannot be expected to address those questions. Exactly where the line is drawn, however, has significant financial consequences for the NPO
sector. A duty on an NPO providing funds to a project abroad run by a partner organization to verify how funds were spent and who exactly all the decision makers within the partner NPO are and whether they have criminal records or not, may prove very costly and divert funds to activities that are not essential to the fulfillment of the NPO’s legal mandate. The reality is that much of the required information is not readily available in a large part of the developing world. Furthermore, “even if a charity could amass facts (which will be hard in many humanitarian settings, cash economies, and poor societies) there are no objective standards against which to test them.” Quite apart from the availability and reliability of the information, the resources needed to conduct the required due diligence should also be considered; grant-making organizations with small budgets may be especially affected because they lack the personnel or resources to engage in these procedures.

Breach of trust

Resources are, however, only part of the issue. To a large extent, international grant-making has to rely on cooperation between different NPOs—very few can afford to have a completely global network. In furthering the common good, organizations join forces—donor organizations in the richer parts of the world often rely on local organizations in the developing world to carry out projects. The cement that holds that cooperation together is trust. A thorough examination of your counterparty’s credentials (particularly where disparities of power and influence exist) can severely damage that trust and the goodwill that underlies strong and spontaneous cooperation. The earlier-mentioned report on the possibly counter-effective effects of certain measures aimed at combating terrorism notes that “Requiring nonprofit groups to collect personal information on their partners puts them at risk of being perceived as law enforcement or intelligence agents.”

Cordaid, a big Dutch development organization with an international network of almost a thousand partner organizations in 36 countries in Africa, Asia, and Latin America, recently refused a USAID co-financing grant for a partner group in North Kivu in the Democratic Republic of Congo because of the rigid conditions attached, including participation in a partner vetting system and declined a financing opportunity in Pakistan because of a refusal to compromise relationships of trust with local partners. In sensitive countries, “some grant-makers are already beginning to experience hostility and suspicion from prospective grantees—particularly non-profit organizations that advocate for political and economic reform.” In addition, charities operating abroad and foundations funding foreign organizations. In the U.S. context one observer argued that imposing the PVS [Partner Vetting System] is “using a flamethrower to kill an ant. And more than ants may be killed if the PVS is implemented” may be perceived as agents of the government because of counterterrorism measures. And it is claimed, here again, that the results of such measures may prove counterproductive.
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The international and national reaction to instances of terrorism financing by NPOs has been considerable. Despite the energy put into this effort, we are not aware of examples in which measures proposed by individual countries in implementing SR VIII and the IN, or similar national legislation, have resulted in detecting or deterring cases of terrorism financing. Part of the explanation for this may be that the measures are too recent to have become fully effective, that such instances have not been made public, or that the measures are, in essence, meant to be preventive in nature (the effect of which is, inherently, impossible to measure).1

Regulation: Use Existing Frameworks

The rarity of instances of terrorism financing by NPOs, when contrasted against the enormous scope of the sector, does raise the question of whether, in and of itself, government regulation is the most appropriate response. To be clear, this is not to belittle the significance of the issue; rather, it is to question the nature of the response. This does not mean, however, that regulation—whether by government or through the non-profit sector itself—has no role to play. So far, the debate about terrorism financing and NPOs has dealt with the issue in isolation, as if it were a wholly new type of problem, not connected to other NPO-related problems and, requiring a radically different approach to NPOs. This is not the case. Concern over use of funds by NPOs is well known and has already led to widespread regulatory and self-regulatory action aimed at enhancing the transparency and integrity of the NPO sector in many countries. To a very large degree, these measures address terrorist financing concerns as well. A report on the European Union’s efforts in the fight against terrorist financing noted that strengthening anti-fraud measures, and other measures to increase financial oversight and reporting, was considered by many to be the more effective approach to addressing TF concerns.2

In advocating any action to address TF concerns, it is very important to be aware of the regulatory frameworks already in existence. This point deserves extra emphasis, since many of those involved in Anti Money Laundering (AML) and CFT do not appear to be aware of these frameworks and of the sources already available to government to obtain information on NPOs. In virtually all countries, NPOs already engage with the governments in various ways: when they need or want to register with the government, when they seek tax privileges, or when raising money from the citizens of a given jurisdiction. Each jurisdiction is different in how one of these circumstances creates a relationship between the NPO and the authorities, but one or more of these moments exists in almost every system.3

None of these forms of government engagement or oversight were specifically set up to address issues of terrorist financing. Each of them raises different issues, opportunities, and challenges. The key question is the extent to which a particular form of engagement helps the authorities to gain relevant information about NPOs—concerning finances (especially expenditures), activities, and its management and personnel.4
In addition to these forms of government supervision, NPO oversight can take place through self-regulatory organizations (SROs). Although SROs may not have the force of law, they can have the force of contract and the power to sanction their members where there is violation of an agreed code of conduct.\(^5\) NPO SROs have often been in the front lines of the non-profit sector’s fight against fraud, so their forms of oversight may turn out to be more directly relevant for CFT than existing government controls. Governments should recognize the need felt in the sector to demonstrate its good governance and care and its standing as a responsible actor and use that aspiration to also address terrorism financing concerns, allowing it to take ownership of its own problems. Peer pressure and moral suasion can be effective tools to promote a culture of transparency.

Regulation designed to tackle terrorism financing by and through NPOs should be seen as part of a much wider effort to enhance the transparency of the NPO sector—encompassing the governance, finances, and partner organizations—and to strengthen the sector as a whole. Those involved in advising on counter-terrorism financing policy should seek to understand the NPO sector in a country and know what self-regulatory mechanism and government licensing and registration is already in place and make full use of the information already available through those channels. Understanding and knowing the domestic NPO sector and the existing regulations is indispensable before any action is undertaken. Such knowledge and understanding cannot be obtained without the involvement of the sector.

Of course, the above is first and foremost relevant to what we have termed exploited NPOs. Regulation as such is not likely to cause complicit NPOs to change their behavior, although it does provide for the necessary tools to allow early government intervention. The primary agencies responsible for dealing with such organizations however, are the law enforcement or intelligence authorities and not regulatory bodies.

Apply a Risk-Based Approach

When requiring NPOs to take measures specifically to address terrorism financing concerns, governments should recognize the limitations of such obligations. Lack of resources, reliable information, and time may render the fulfillment of those obligations impossible. Depending on how it is done, gathering information on a prospective partner can destroy trust and harm a relationship and the cost, both in terms of time and money, can be considerable. Given their duty towards their donors, it is vital to ensure that those costs are only made when really necessary and in such a way as to promote equality between prospective partners (e.g., by recommending there be an \textit{exchange} of similar information between partners, rather than a one way supply of information from one organization in a developing country to a donor organization in the developed world). To assist NPOs in ensuring their efforts are well directed, governments should conduct risk assessments that clarify what situations are higher risk and when extra efforts may be required. Governments should involve the sector in this effort—only they can provide the information needed to make such an exercise useful.\(^6\)

Be Specific When Discussing NPOs and TF

In order to allow the NPOs to play their vital role, it is important to emphasize that only a very small fraction of the sector has been abused for terrorism financing purposes. Rhetoric associating NPOs and TF in general terms overstates the threat and is not helpful. It risks alienating a vital ally in the struggle against extremism and it renders potential donors reticent to contribute. Rather than making statements about the vulnerability of the NPO sector as such, it would be more productive to concentrate on specific charitable activity that is at risk, erasing the cloud of suspicion hanging over the entire sector and focusing instead
on certain operations. The international community and FATF should remain vigilant and speak out against governments that use the purported connection to justify restricting the space within which civil society can operate.

The Humanitarian Imperative Is Paramount

The civilian population should not be prevented from receiving humanitarian assistance as a result of counterterrorism standards. After all, the ultimate aim of counterterrorism measures is precisely the protection of the civilian population from organized harm; thus, allowing civilians to suffer would constitute an odd confusion between means and ends. Everything should be done to ensure that suffering of victims can be alleviated no matter whose territory they are in. Indeed, not allowing bona fide NPOs to operate in certain geographical areas would likely expose those in need to terrorist and extremist organizations to a far greater degree. To prevent financial resources from falling into the hands of terrorist related organizations, consideration should be given to aid in kind, and ensuring control up until the final point of distribution.
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Countries should review the adequacy of laws and regulations that relate to entities that can be abused for the financing of terrorism. Nonprofit organizations are particularly vulnerable, and countries should ensure that they cannot be misused:

1. by terrorist organizations posing as legitimate entities
2. to exploit legitimate entities as conduits for terrorist financing, including for the purpose of escaping asset-freezing measures
3. to conceal or obscure the clandestine diversion of funds intended for legitimate purposes to terrorist organizations
APPENDIX B

Interpretative Note to Special Recommendation VIII: Nonprofit Organizations

Introduction

1. Nonprofit organizations (NPOs) play a vital role in the world economy and in many national economies and social systems. Their efforts complement the activity of the governmental and business sectors in providing essential services, comfort, and hope to those in need around the world. The ongoing international campaign against terrorist financing has, unfortunately, demonstrated that terrorists and terrorist organizations exploit the NPO sector to raise and move funds, provide logistical support, encourage terrorist recruitment, or otherwise support terrorist organizations and operations. This misuse not only facilitates terrorist activity but also undermines donor confidence and jeopardizes the very integrity of NPOs. Therefore, protecting the NPO sector from terrorist abuse is both a critical component of the global fight against terrorism and a necessary step to preserve the integrity of NPOs.

2. NPOs may be vulnerable to abuse by terrorists for a variety of reasons. NPOs enjoy the public trust, have access to considerable sources of funds, and are often cash-intensive. Furthermore, some NPOs have a global presence that provides a framework for national and international operations and financial transactions, often within or near those areas that are most exposed to terrorist activity. Depending on the legal form of the NPO and the country, NPOs may often be subject to little or no governmental oversight (e.g., registration, record keeping, reporting, and monitoring), or few formalities may be required for their creation (e.g., there may be no skills or starting capital required and no background checks necessary for employees). Terrorist organizations have taken advantage of these characteristics of NPOs to infiltrate the sector and misuse NPO funds and operations to cover for or support terrorist activity.

Objectives and General Principles

3. The objective of Special Recommendation VIII (SR VIII) is to ensure that NPOs are not misused by terrorist organizations: (i) to pose as legitimate entities; (ii) to exploit legitimate entities as conduits for terrorist financing, including for the purpose of escaping asset freezing measures; or (iii) to conceal or obscure the
clandestine diversion of funds intended for legitimate purposes but diverted for terrorist purposes. In this Interpretative Note, the approach taken to achieve this objective is based on the following general principles:

a. Past and ongoing abuse of the NPO sector by terrorists and terrorist organizations requires countries to adopt measures both:
   (i) protect the sector against such abuse and identify and,
   (ii) take effective action against those NPOs that either are exploited by or actively support terrorists or terrorist organizations.

b. Measures adopted by countries to protect the NPO sector from terrorist abuse should not disrupt or discourage legitimate charitable activities. Rather, such measures should promote transparency and engender greater confidence in the sector, across the donor community and with the general public, that charitable funds and services reach intended legitimate beneficiaries. Systems that promote achieving a high degree of transparency, integrity, and public confidence in the management and functioning of all NPOs are integral to ensuring the sector cannot be misused for terrorist financing.

c. Measures adopted by countries to identify and take effective action against NPOs that either are exploited by or actively support terrorists or terrorist organizations should aim to prevent and prosecute, as appropriate, terrorist financing and other forms of terrorist support. Where NPOs suspected of or implicated in terrorist financing or other forms of terrorist support are identified, the first priority of countries must be to investigate and halt such terrorist financing or support. Actions taken for this purpose should, to the extent reasonably possible, avoid any negative impact on innocent and legitimate beneficiaries of charitable activity. However, this interest cannot excuse the need to undertake immediate and effective actions to advance the immediate interest of halting terrorist financing or other forms of terrorist support provided by NPOs.

d. Developing cooperative relationships among the public, private, and NPO sector is critical to raising awareness and fostering capabilities to combat terrorist abuse within the sector. Countries should encourage the development of academic research on, and information sharing in, the NPO sector to address terrorist financing related issues.

e. A targeted approach in dealing with the terrorist threat to the NPO sector is essential given the diversity within individual national sectors, the differing degrees to which parts of each sector may be vulnerable to misuse by terrorists, the need to ensure that legitimate charitable activity continues to flourish, and the limited resources and authorities available to combat terrorist financing in each jurisdiction.

f. Flexibility in developing a national response to terrorist financing in the NPO sector is also essential in order to allow it to evolve over time as it faces the changing nature of the terrorist financing threat.

**Definitions**

4. For the purposes of SR VIII and this Interpretative Note, the following definitions apply:

   a. The term *nonprofit organization*, or *NPO*, refers to a legal entity or organization that primarily engages in raising or disbursing funds for purposes such as charitable, religious, cultural, educational, social, or fraternal purposes, or for the carrying out of other types of “good works.”
b. The terms FIU, legal arrangement, and legal person are as defined by the FATF Forty Recommendations (2003) (the FATF Recommendations).

c. The term funds is as defined by the Interpretative Note to FATF Special Recommendation II.

d. The terms freezing, terrorist, and terrorist organization are as defined by the Interpretative Note to FATF Special Recommendation III.

e. The term appropriate authorities refers to competent authorities, self-regulatory bodies, accrediting institutions, and other administrative authorities.

f. The term beneficiaries refers to those natural persons, or groups of natural persons who receive charitable, humanitarian or other types of assistance through the services of the NPO.

Measures

5. Countries should undertake domestic reviews of their NPO sector or have the capacity to obtain timely information on its activities, size, and other relevant features. In undertaking these assessments, countries should use all available sources of information in order to identify features and types of NPOs, which, by virtue of their activities or characteristics, are at risk of being misused for terrorist financing. Countries should also periodically reassess the sector by reviewing new information on the sector’s potential vulnerabilities to terrorist activities.

6. There is a diverse range of approaches in identifying, preventing, and combating terrorist misuse of NPOs. An effective approach, however, is one that involves all four of the following elements: (a) outreach to the sector, (b) supervision or monitoring, (c) effective investigation and information gathering, and (d) effective mechanisms for international co-operation. The following measures represent specific actions that countries should take with respect to each of these elements in order to protect their NPO sector from terrorist financing abuse.

a. Outreach to the NPO sector concerning terrorist financing issues

(i) Countries should have clear policies to promote transparency, integrity, and public confidence in the administration and management of all NPOs.

(ii) Countries should encourage or undertake outreach program to raise awareness in the NPO sector about the vulnerabilities of NPOs to terrorist abuse and terrorist financing risks, and the measures that NPOs can take to protect themselves against such abuse.

(iii) Countries should work with the NPO sector to develop and refine the best practices to address terrorist financing risks and vulnerabilities and, thus, protect the sector from terrorist abuse.

(iv) Countries should encourage NPOs to conduct transactions via regulated financial channels, wherever feasible, keeping in mind the varying capacities of financial sectors in different countries and in different areas of urgent charitable and humanitarian concerns.

b. Supervision or monitoring of the NPO sector

Countries should take steps to promote effective supervision or monitoring of their NPO sector. In practice, countries should be able to demonstrate that the following standards apply to NPOs that account for (1) a significant portion of the financial resources under control of the sector; and (2) a substantial share of the sector’s international activities.

(i) NPOs should maintain information on: (1) the purpose and objectives of their stated activities; and (2) the identity of the person(s) who own, control, or direct their activities, including senior officers, board
members, and trustees. This information should be publicly available, either directly from the NPO or through appropriate authorities.

(ii) NPOs should issue annual financial statements that provide detailed breakdowns of incomes and expenditures.

(iii) NPOs should be licensed or registered. This information should be available to competent authorities.3

(iv) NPOs should have appropriate controls in place to ensure that all funds are fully accounted for and are spent in a manner that is consistent with the purpose and objectives of the NPO’s stated activities.

(v) NPOs should follow a “know your beneficiaries and associate NPOs” rule,4 which means that the NPO should make best efforts to confirm the identity, credentials, and good standing of their beneficiaries and associate NPOs. NPOs should also undertake best efforts to document the identity of their significant donors and to respect donor confidentiality.

(vi) NPOs should maintain, for a period of at least five years, and make available to appropriate authorities, records of domestic and international transactions that are sufficiently detailed to verify that funds have been spent in a manner consistent with the purpose and objectives of the organization. This also applies to information mentioned in paragraphs (i) and (ii) above.

(vii) Appropriate authorities should monitor the compliance of NPOs with applicable rules and regulations.5 Appropriate authorities should be able to properly sanction relevant violations by NPOs or persons acting on behalf of those NPOs.6

c. Effective information gathering and investigation

(i) Countries should ensure effective cooperation, coordination, and information sharing to the extent possible among all levels of appropriate authorities or organizations that hold relevant information on NPOs.

(ii) Countries should have investigative expertise and capability to examine those NPOs suspected of either being exploited by or actively supporting terrorist activity or terrorist organizations.

(iii) Countries should ensure that full access to information on the administration and management of a particular NPO (including financial and programmatic information) may be obtained during the course of an investigation.

(iv) Countries should establish appropriate mechanisms to ensure information is promptly shared with all relevant competent authorities in order to take preventative or investigative action when there is suspicion or reasonable grounds to suspect that a particular NPO: (1) is a front for fundraising by a terrorist organization; (2) is being exploited as a conduit for terrorist financing, including for the purpose of escaping asset freezing measures; or (3) is concealing or obscuring the clandestine diversion of funds intended for legitimate purposes, but redirected for the benefit of terrorists or terrorist organizations.

d. Effective capacity to respond to international requests for information about an NPO of concern

Consistent with Special Recommendation V, countries should identify appropriate points of contact and procedures to respond to international requests for information regarding particular NPOs suspected of terrorist financing or other forms of terrorist support.
Notes

1 For example, such information could be provided by regulators, tax authorities, FIUs, donor organizations, or law enforcement and intelligence authorities.
2 The FATF’s *Combating the Abuse of Non-Profit Organisations: International Best Practices* provides a useful reference document for such exercises.
3 Specific licensing or registration requirements for counterterrorist financing purposes are not necessary. For example, in some countries, NPOs are already registered with tax authorities and monitored in the context of qualifying for favorable tax treatment (such as tax credits or tax exemptions).
4 The term “associate NPOs” includes foreign branches of international NPOs.
5 In this context, rules and regulations may include rules and standards applied by self-regulatory bodies and accrediting institutions.
6 The range of such sanctions might include freezing of accounts, removal of trustees, fines, de-certification, de-licensing, and de-registration. This should not preclude parallel civil, administrative, or criminal proceedings with respect to NPOs or persons acting on their behalf when appropriate.
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